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BOOKOPOLY
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Flip the board for a tracking sheet & more information

WATER YOUR MIND

Earn entries by:
Completing a color set
Completing all 4 corners
Completing 4 CHANCE challenges

Bonus:
Complete the entire board for 2 additional entries

Completed boards must be returned by August 19
Drawings will be held August 21
Track your titles here:

- A book that has 200 pages or fewer
- A book that has 400 pages or more
- An e-book or audio book
- The first book of a favorite author
- Reader's Choice
- A book by foreign author
- A book with exactly 3 words in the title
- A book with a day, month, or holiday in the title
- A book whose title begins with the letter N
- A book with a green cover
- A book with a vehicle on the cover
- Choose a book by its cover
- A book of non-fiction
- A book of poems, essays, or short stories
- A book from your favorite genre
- A book set in your home state
- Reader's Choice
- A book set in the future or the past
- A book you read/heard/saw a review of
- A book suggested by a friend
- Reader's Choice
- A book older than you
- A biography or autobiography
- Re-read an old favorite
- CHANCE
- CHANCE
- CHANCE
- CHANCE

4 Corners
- Free Read
- Read in a Park or Garden
- Read a Magazine